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1. [Arts]: VALUABLE SECRETS IN ARTS AND TRADES. CONTAINING DIRECTIONS FROM THE BEST ARTISTS...WITH
ABOVE FIVE HUNDRED VALUABLE MODERN RECEIPTS;
FORMING A GREAT VARIETY OF USEFUL ARTICLES, COLLECTED FROM THE LATEST EUROPEAN PUBLICATIONS. By
a Friend to American Manufactures. Boston: Published by J. Norman,
1814. [2],xiv,179pp. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, leather label. Binding
moderately rubbed, ink stamps on fore-edges. Contemporary ownership
inscription on titlepage; top corner of titlepage torn away with no loss
of text. Light foxing and soiling. Good plus.
An interesting compendium of trade secrets covering most fields of endeavor. Includes advice on engraving in aquatint, engraving on wood,
engraving and etching on copper, printing, brewing, making pottery,
etc. Contains recipes for making different kinds of varnish, glue, ink,
and vinegars, and “a wash to clean pictures,” with various essays on rural
and domestic economy, as well as a section on the manufacture of glass.
Emblematic of the early 19th-century movement to encourage American
manufactures. John Norman published another book the same year with
the same information and a slightly different title, The Artists Companion,
and Manufacturers Guide.... Norman is best known for his pioneering
engraving in Boston, so his discussions of aquatint and engraving are
of particular interest.
RINK 172. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 33523.
$1000.

silver by mercury, the process discovered in 1607 for extracting gold, silver, and
copper by boiling with a salt solution and mercury in a copper vessel, and the
refining and separation of these metals. There is also a chapter on petroleum
products in Peru and elsewhere. The plate shows mining tools and a brick oven.
This Pennsylvania printing of Barba’s work makes it the first book printed in the
British colonies on mining and mineralogy, and therefore a landmark publication. Why it was printed by the Ephrata Cloister, which operated the second
German-language press in the colonies, is an intriguing question. Copper mines
had been discovered in neighboring New Jersey in the early 18th century, but
coal was not mined in Pennsylvania until the 1770s, and the Appalachian gold
deposits were not discovered until after the founding of the United States. “Very
rare imprint” – Sabin, who notes that a copy had been recently (i.e. 1886) priced
in a dealer catalogue for $90. Rink locates seven copies.
EVANS 9333. ESTC W18481. HILDEBURN 1873. SEIDENSTICKER, p.60.
DOLL & FUNKE 399. ARNDT 267. RINK 769. SABIN 67375.
$7500.

The First American Book on Geology and Mining
2. [Barba, Alvaro Alonso]: GRÜNDLICHER UNTERRICHT VON DEN
METALLEN.... Ephrata. Pa.: J. Georg Zeisiger, 1763. Two volumes bound in
one. 198,[4],14pp., with a full-page woodcut on p.187. Modern calf, incorporating portions of the original covers, spine with raised bands, red morocco label.
Browning as usual, else very good.
The first book on mining and geology published in North America, and a rare
Ephrata imprint. Barba’s work was originally published in Madrid in 1640 as Arte
de los Metales. Barba was a priest who was at Potosí, Peru when its silver mining
industry was at its height. The book, the earliest on American mining, ores, and
minerals, gives a description of the revolutionary practices being implemented
in the mines. Barba describes the generation of metals, methods of extracting

Item 3.

3. Barba, Alvaro Alonso: ARTE DE LOS METALES, EN QUE SE ENSEÑA
EL VERDADERO BENEFICIO DE LOS DE ORO Y PLATA POR AZOGUE,
EL MODO DE FUNDIRLOS TODOS, Y COMO SE HAN DE REFINAR
Y APARTAR UNOS DE OTROS. Lima: Imprenta de los Huerfanos, 1817.
[4],271,[7]pp. Several errors in pagination. Small quarto. Ex-lib. Contemporary
limp vellum. Vellum lightly soiled. Dampstaining to first two leaves, some minor
soiling. Very good.
The first Latin American and only Lima printing of this celebrated treatise on
mining and metallurgy (see item 2 on this list for the first edition).
MEDINA, LIMA 3325. VARGAS UGARTE 4361. PALAU 23626.
$4000.

The Beginnings of Telephone Service,
Including Alexander Graham Bell’s Personal Line
4. [Bell Telephone Company]: Maynard, George C.: [EXTENSIVE ARCHIVE
OF SERVICE REPORTS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS, BOTH PRINTED
AND MANUSCRIPT, FROM THE EARLY DAYS OF THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY]. Washington & Boston. 1877-1882. Approximately 150
documents comprising 250pp., plus one carte de visite. Mostly quarto and octavo
sheets. Some light wear. Near fine.
A remarkable archive of service reports and other documents related to the Bell
Telephone Company, from the papers of George C. Maynard (1839-1918), related to his time as the Washington, D.C. agent for Bell Telephone Company.
The archive contains service reports, estimates, lease agreements, telephone line
diagrams, and business reports and other ephemera. A handbill advertising Maynard’s services, dated April 28, 1881, reads: “Geo. C. Maynard, Electrician, Agent
American Bell Telephone Co. (for everything except the Telephonic Exchange
business,) 1413 G Street. Telephones and telegraph lines constructed, equipped,
and leased. Electrical work of all description attended to.” A quote by Theodore
N. Vail, General Manager for the company, reads: “’Geo. C. Maynard is the only
person authorized by us to supply telephone lines for Private Lines, Club Lines,
and Speaking Tube Lines within the District of Columbia.’”
Alexander Graham Bell is considered to be the father of the telephone, and was
the first to be granted a patent for a device that electronically transmitted vocal
or other sounds telegraphically. Thomas Edison and Elisha Gray, among others,
were also experimenting with similar technology at the same time. Bell registered his patent on Feb. 14, 1876, the same day as Elisha Gray, who submitted
a patent for a similar device, mere hours apart. Bell was granted the patent, no.
174,465. After significant experimentation, on March 10, 1876, Bell and his
assistant, Thomas Watson, succeeded in transmitting clear vocalization across
the lines. Sitting in his laboratory, with Watson on the other end of a line in
the basement, Bell said, “Watson, come here! I want to see you!” and Watson
replied, thus successfully transmitting and receiving voice transmissions. The
Bell Telephone Company was founded in July 1877, and the first commercial
telephone exchange opened in New Haven, Connecticut in January 1878. This

archive, then, contains extraordinarily early material relating to the operation
and installation of the telephone system, and the second urban network in the
country (although the Washington exchange quickly surpassed the small New
Haven operation in size and sophistication).

house and closed line on roof.” In addition, this segment of the archive contains
three handwritten reports detailing the route the telephone line follows and each
of the connection points, with three invoices of materials and their cost used in
the project.

The bulk of the archive contains 137 service reports and estimates for the installation of telephones in and around Washington, D.C., and includes prices for pole
wire, house-top wire, length of line, cable conductors, the rent of the phone and
bells, office wires, labor, etc. connecting residential, commercial, and government
establishments such as railroad depots, stables, newspaper offices, et al. One such
estimate, for Commissioner of Agriculture William LeDuc, dated Feb. 1, 1878, is
for the running of a telephone line connecting the Department of Agriculture with
“...Dept No. 3...” via the White House and State Department. Other documents
of note include two telephone line diagrams: the first, in pencil, shows a private
line connecting a residential dwelling to the army signal office via a church and
the Corcoran Gallery, and completely circumventing the White House and the
Treasury Department. The second diagram, in pen, shows the connection of
Washington Bell agent George C. Maynard’s private line connecting his home and
his office via seven connections, including a congregational church and the orphan
asylum. A printed proclamation by Bell Telephone General Manager Theodore
N. Vail concerns the infringement of rival phones. Dated at Boston, May 23,
1879, this three-page address to the public claims that “...under patents granted
to Alexander Graham Bell...” Bell Telephone “...claims the exclusive right to use,
or to license others to use, speaking telephones....Suits are pending...in which
the claims of the owners of the Bell patents and the owners of the inventions of
Gray, Edison, Dolbear, and others will be legally determined.” Vail presents a
short history of the invention of the telephone and “Proof of Prof. Bell’s Priority.”

A wonderful archive of material relating to the early development of the telephone
system in Washington, D.C.
$15,000.

Of significant note is a cache of reports relating to the installation of Alexander
Graham Bell’s personal telephone line. This material consists of sixteen service
reports, dated Jan. 10, 1881 to Dec. 31, 1882, for the installation of telephone
wires, putting up telephones in his house, extending his line from his residence
at 1302 Connecticut Avenue to 2023 Massachusetts Avenue, connecting his
home line to his laboratory, looping his private line to Bell Telephone Company
President (also his father-in-law) Gardiner G. Hubbard’s house, etc. Each report
contains information on the work done and by whom, what materials were used
in the process, and the condition of the work when the technician left. Also
included is a manuscript diagram, in pen, showing the extension of Alexander
Graham Bell’s personal telephone line to Georgetown. A report accompanying
the diagram, written by W.H. Newhall, who has examined the personal line of
Alexander Graham Bell at four points (his laboratory, Massachusetts Avenue,
Georgetown, and Connecticut Avenue), reports that he has “...Examined line and
found it in good order. Examined Bells & Tels. at all places, cleaned & renewed
3 Bat[teries]...brought in Bell from Laboratory [sic]...and put up one from Conn
Ave house. The bell at Mass Ave rings weak there when you call from there, but
rings strong when called from other stations. Brought in Tels from Conn Ave

5. Bemiss, Elijah: THE DYER’S COMPANION IN TWO PARTS...Second Edition, Enlarged and Improved. New York: Everett Duyckinck, 1815.
vii,[5],307pp. Modern half calf and marbled boards, leather labels. Very good.
Second edition of this important early American book on dyeing.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 34038 RINK 1852.

$600.

First Architecture Book by a Native of America
6. Benjamin, Asher: THE COUNTRY BUILDER’S ASSISTANT, FULLY
EXPLAINING, THE BEST METHODS FOR STRIKING REGULAR
AND QUIRKED MOULDINGS: FOR DRAWING AND WORKING THE
TUSCAN, DORIC, IONIC AND CORINTHIAN ORDERS...CORRECTLY
ENGRAVED ON THIRTY-SEVEN COPPERPLATES WITH A PRINTED
EXPLANATION TO EACH. Boston: Printed by Spotswood and Etheridge,
1798. [36]pp. plus thirty-seven plates (two folding). Small quarto. Contemporary
calf, expertly rebacked with original gilt backstrip laid down and a modern leather
label. Leaves professionally washed. Half of plate 33 supplied in expert facsimile.
Minor paper repair in margin of plate 32, image unaffected. Else very good.
Second edition, after the exceedingly rare and virtually unprocurable Greenfield first edition printed the previous year, of the first original American book
of architecture. Earlier architectural works printed in the United States were
simply compilations or reprintings of British material (e.g. John Norman’s Town
and Country Builder’s Assistant of 1786). A classic and important American architectural treatise, by the man who was most responsible for disseminating late
colonial details throughout New England, beautifully illustrated with engravings
of colonial buildings, elevations of churches and homes, ornaments, cornices, etc.,
reflecting the influences of the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders. “[T]here
is scarcely a village which in moulding profiles, cornice details, church spire, or
farm-house does not reflect his influence” – DAB. Benjamin was a prolific architectural writer, and later published The American Builder’s Companion (1806), The
Rudiments of Architecture (1814), and the very popular Practical House Carpenter
(1830). “The career of our first American architectural writer, Asher Benjamin
(1773-1845), covered several decades of the early nineteenth century. Both the
books he wrote and the buildings he designed had an influence on building in
New England that is still visible. He probably will be best remembered for his
popularization of the federal style through his early books (and the Greek revival
in his later ones)” – Thompson.

The first obtainable edition of the earliest architectural book written by an
American and printed in the United States.
DAB II, pp.179-80. RINK 2484. EVANS 33399. HITCHCOCK 112. Neville
Thompson, “Tools of Persuasion: The American Architectural Book of the Nineteenth Century” in The American Illustrated Book in the Nineteenth Century (1987),
p.142. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 66 (ref).
$8500.
7. Benjamin, Asher: THE PRACTICAL HOUSE CARPENTER. BEING
A COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GRECIAN ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE, METHODISED AND ARRANGED IN SUCH A SIMPLE,
PLAIN, AND COMPREHENSIVE MANNER, AS TO BE EASILY UNDERSTOOD.... Boston. 1830. 119pp. plus sixty-four engraved plates. Quarto.
Antique-style three-quarter calf and marbled boards. Moderate foxing to text. Good.

One of the classics of American architecture. After embracing the fundamental
elements of Grecian and Roman architecture, the author proceeds to set forth
rules for designing mouldings, vases, windows, fences, cornices, roofs, staircases,
etc. Benjamin credits Charles Roath, Abijah S. Johnson, and Mark Ware with
assisting him in his architectural work.
RINK 1802. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 440.
$850.

A New Theory of Tides
8. Bennett, Samuel: A NEW EXPLANATION OF THE EBBING AND FLOWING OF THE SEA, UPON THE PRINCIPLES OF GRAVITATION. New
York. 1816. 79pp. plus folding table. Original boards, printed paper label. Spine
decayed, front board detached. Several old library stamps. Internally clean. Good.
An early American astronomical and navigational work, setting out the author’s
theories in detail. Scarce.
RINK 631. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 36930.
$400.

10. [Blodget, William]: FACTS AND ARGUMENTS RESPECTING THE
GREAT UTILITY OF AN EXTENSIVE PLAN OF INLAND NAVIGATION IN AMERICA. By a Friend to National Industry. Philadelphia. 1805.
61pp. plus [1]p. of errata. Modern marbled wrappers. Old ink pagination numbers
on upper corner of recto of leaves, from its previous position in a sammelband.
Contemporary manuscript note on titlepage attributing authorship to Turner
Camac. Very good. Lacks the map.
One of the earliest American works entirely devoted to canals. The author
strongly advocates the advancement of navigable communication between the
states in the Northeast, South, and Midwest, with emphasis on Pennsylvania,
but citing New York, Virginia, Louisiana, Ohio, etc. He lists the advantages for
trade in manufactured and agricultural goods. Howes notes that this work is
also ascribed to Turner Camac, and the NUC says it was “principally extracted”
from Camac’s Inland Navigation in Ireland and adapted by William Blodgett for
American waterways.
HOWES B539. SABIN 5959. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 5959. RINK 4004.
$500.

Scarce Early Work on American Architecture
9. Biddle, Owen: THE YOUNG CARPENTER’S ASSISTANT; OR, A SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURE, ADAPTED TO THE STYLE OF BUILDING
IN THE UNITED STATES. Philadelphia: Published by Johnson and Warner,
1810. 61pp. plus forty-four plates (two folding). Quarto. Contemporary calf,
rebacked with original gilt spine laid down. Light but persistent dampstain on
outer edge. Folding plate repaired at folds, closed tears neatly mended on several
plates. Overall good.
Second edition, first published in 1805. This is the second book on architecture
written and published in the United States, preceded only by Asher Benjamin’s
Country Builder’s Assistant. A fairly scarce work, with only two copies appearing
at auction in the past thirty years; the first edition is almost impossible to find.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 19551. RINK 1773. HITCHCOCK 177.
$3000.

11. Blunt, Edmund M.: THE AMERICAN COAST PILOT; CONTAINING
THE COURSES AND DISTANCES BETWEEN THE PRINCIPAL HARBOURS, CAPES, AND HEADLANDS, ON THE COAST OF NORTH AND
SOUTH AMERICA; WITH DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING INTO THE
SAME...TO WHICH IS ANNEXED, THE SHIPMASTER’S ASSISTANT;

CONTAINING DISBURSEMENTS AND OTHER SHIP ACCOUNTS,
&c. New York: Edmund Blunt, 1822. xvi,497,114pp. plus eighteen plates (eleven
folding), and 9pp. of advertisements. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, leather label.
Corners bumped and lightly worn. Light wear to boards. Contemporary advertisement pasted to front pastedown. Manuscript note regarding a lighthouse tipped
in at p.128. Moderate foxing, though plates are generally bright and fresh. Very
good, in unsophisticated condition.
The self-styled tenth edition, being the second issue with the highly important
annexed “Shipmaster’s Assistant.” A new chart, “the Isles of Shoals,” was added
since the previous edition. Originally published in 1796 under the name of the
author, Lawrence Furlong. Includes sailing directions to many of the east coast
harbors and ports, with a number of them depicted in maps, listing courses and
distances from Cape Cod and Cape Ann to George’s Bank, and a tide table. “It
is believed that very few copies of the second issue were printed because a decision was made to bring out the Shipmaster’s Assistant as a separate publication”
– Campbell (p.109). Edmund Blunt published the first independent edition of
his son Joseph’s The Merchant’s and Shipmaster’s Assistant in the same year, 1822.
This copy has a full-page advertisement for Henry Whipple’s Salem bookshop
on the front pastedown. This issue is scarce on the market.
HOWES F421. SABIN 6025. RINK 3959. SHOEMAKER 8115.
$2000.
12. Bridgeman, Thomas: THE YOUNG GARDENER’S ASSISTANT, CONTAINING A CATALOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, WITH
PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS UNDER EACH HEAD, FOR THE CULTIVATION OF CULINARY VEGETABLES.... Brooklyn: Nichols and Matthews,
1829. 96pp. Contemporary black calf-backed, paper-covered rear board (front
board missing). Contemporary ownership signature at head of second leaf, contemporary ink notes on rear pastedown. Else very good.
One of the most popular gardening guides of the 19th century. A revised edition
appeared in 1832, followed by a third the same year which added a section on
fruit trees, followed in turn by another expanded version the next year. Bridgeman was a well-known “gardener, seedsman, and florist,” as he describes himself
on the titlepage. Scarce.
NUC 0791450 (3 copies). RINK 1696 (5 copies).
$500.
13. Bronson, J. & R.: THE DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER’S ASSISTANT,
AND FAMILY DIRECTORY, IN THE ARTS OF WEAVING AND DYEING.... Utica, N.Y.: William Williams, 1817. 204pp. including numerous in-text
diagrams. Contemporary calf, gilt morocco label. Boards bowed, calf worn. Portions of blank end leaves torn away; marginal tears to several text leaves, with
occasional loss of a few characters of text. Foxing. Contemporary ink inscriptions
and ownership ink stamps in end leaves. Fair.
Original edition of the classic and influential text on weaving and dyeing. The
work provides descriptions and loom settings for thirty-five weaves, fifty-one dye

recipes for cotton and wool, and extensive additional information on the various
stages of textile manufacture.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 40323. RINK 3307.
$500.
14. Bull, Marcus: EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE COMPARATIVE VALUE OF THE PRINCIPAL VARIETIES OF FUEL USED IN
THE UNITED STATES, AND ALSO IN EUROPE. AND ON THE ORDINARY APPARATUS USED FOR THEIR COMBUSTION. Philadelphia.
1827. x,103,[1]pp. including tables. Engraved frontis. Half morocco and paper
boards. A few 19th-century library stamps, else very good.
Bull’s paper was read before the American Philosophical Society in April 1826.
An early investigation into energy sources, comparing the efficiency of wood and
coal as heat sources. Bull provides quite detailed information on the energy to
be derived from several types of wood and coal, including coal from Worcester,
Rhode Island, the Schuylkill River, and the Susquehanna. The frontispiece illustration shows the apparatus used by Bull in his experiments.
RINK 2913. SHOEMAKER 28317.
$450.
15. Carey, Mathew: BRIEF VIEW OF THE SYSTEM OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA; CONTAINING A
GLANCE AT ITS RISE, PROGRESS, RETARDATION, – THE DIFFICULTIES IT UNDERWENT, – ITS PRESENT STATE, – AND ITS FUTURE
PROSPECTS. Philadelphia: Lydia R. Bailey, 1831. 36pp. Dbd. Lightly foxed.
About very good.
Second edition, published the same year as the first. An essay by Philadelphia
publisher Mathew Carey on the subject of “internal improvements” such as canals, roads, and railways. Published by order of the Society for the Promotion
of Internal Improvement.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 6402. THOMSON 500.
$500.
16. [Clark, Edward, Col.]: PROCEEDINGS OF TWO MEETINGS OF
CITIZENS OF PHILADELPHIA RESPECTING COL. CLARK’S PLAN
FOR ASCENDING RAPIDS IN RIVERS, AND THEREBY IMPROVING
THE NAVIGATION OF THE RIVER DELAWARE, BEYOND TRENTON.
TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN,
WITH A PLATE. Philadelphia. 1824. 15pp. Frontis. Later marbled wrappers.
Bit tanned, slight paper loss from corner of frontispiece not affecting image, exFranklin Institute. Good.
Mathew Carey chaired the meeting to discuss the invention, which proposed to
use towboats which could winch flatboats upstream through areas of rapids. Rink
locates five copies, with only a photocopy at Eleutherian Mills Library.
RINK 4374. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 17609.
$275.

17. Claxton, Timothy: MEMOIR OF A MECHANIC. BEING A SKETCH
OF THE LIFE OF TIMOTHY CLAXTON, WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.
TOGETHER WITH MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS. Boston. 1839. [2],179,8pp.
plus frontispiece. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, leather label. Extremities rubbed,
front hinge tender. Contemporary bookplate on front pastedown. Light scattered
foxing. About very good.
An interesting work on early American technology, the autobiography of Timothy
Claxton, English mechanic and inventor. Claxton spent several years in America,
during which time he helped found the Boston Mechanics’ Institution.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 54993.
$250.
18. [Cook, G.D. & Co.]: G. & D. COOK & CO’S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF CARRIAGES, NEW HAVEN, CONN. [New Haven]: T.J. Stafford,
[1859]. 13,[1]pp.,17-88 leaves (paginated on rectos only, including two leaves of
advertisements),89-97,[1]pp. Oblong octavo. Frontis. Original brown publisher’s
cloth stamped in blind and gilt. Cloth lightly faded, extremities worn. Spine very
weak. Front inner hinge cracked. Minor wear and soiling to text, missing pp.1516 (but no evidence of removal). Still good.

They reformed as a joint stock company, but that also failed. During the Civil
War the company manufactured an early form of bullet-proof vest for Union
soldiers at the front lines. Only two copies of this work turn up in OCLC, at
the University of Illinois and the Henry Ford.
$1500.
19. [Cornell, Samuel G.]: SAMUEL G. CORNELL’S PATENT FOR MANUFACTURING PIPES OR TUBES OF LEAD OR ANY OTHER METAL
[cover title]. [Washington. 1847]. 14pp. plus folding plate. Original printed
wrappers, rear cover lacking, stitched as issued. Moderate staining to lower edge
of text. Good.
Patent issued to Samuel G. Cornell of Greenwich, Ct. for the invention of “a
new and useful improvement in lead pipe machinery.” Includes the description
of Cornell’s improvement, as well as a plate illustrating such.
$100.

Handsomely illustrated catalogue of carriage-maker G. & D. Cook & Co. of New
Haven, displaying eighty lithographed images of different carriages, with a brief
history and description of New Haven. G. & D. Cook & Co. was founded in
the 1850s and collapsed in 1861 under the economic pressures of the Civil War.

A Remarkable American Set of Bindings
on an Important Early American Illustrated Work
20. [Early American Binding]: [Encyclopædia Britannica]: ENCYCLOPÆDIA;
OR, A DICTIONARY OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND MISCELLANEOUS
LITERATURE.... Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson, 1798. Eighteen volumes. With
542 copperplate engravings, some folding. Large quarto. Contemporary red calf,
spines gilt, leather labels. Some shelf wear, minor chipping to some spine ends,
short splits to a handful of joints, front joint of volume nine holding by cords.
Minor toning and foxing. 19th-century armorial bookplate on front pastedowns
belonging to Charles Burrall Hoffman. Overall very good; a handsome and striking set.
An excellent set of the “greatly improved” first American edition of the first
encyclopedia printed in America, in a fantastic contemporary American binding. Dobson’s Encyclopædia was profusely illustrated with over 500 copperplate
engravings, constituting “the finest group of American engravings of the century” signifying the “coming of age of American book illustration,” according to
Wroth. The massive work is illustrated with 542 copperplates engraved by noted
artists such as Robert Scott, James Thackara, E. Trenchard, the Smithers, John
Vallance, James Akin, William Barker, Joseph Bowles, Francis Shallus, Henry W.
Weston, Joseph Seymour, and others. The text comes from the third edition of
the Encyclopedia Britannica, with some revisions, namely the section on America,
which was written by Jedidiah Morse. Interestingly, the entirety of the work is

printed on paper manufactured in Pennsylvania.
While the text largely follows the third edition of
the Encyclopædia Britannica, there is considerable
added material, mainly related to the Americas and
the United States.
Subscribers included Thomas Jefferson, George
Washington, Aaron Burr, and Alexander Hamilton.
This copy includes the armorial bookplate of Charles
Burrall Hoffman on each front pastedown. Hoffman was an 1846 Columbia University graduate
and a descendant of a prominent New York family.
A landmark publication, not just the largest printing project undertaken in America at the time, but
one that marked “the end of printing in America as
a household craft and the beginning of its factory
stage of development” – Wroth. Richard D. Arner
has written an excellent and thorough description
of the history and production of the work.
EVANS 22486. WROTH COLONIAL PRINTER,
pp.291-95. SILVER AMERICAN PRINTER, pp.15354. LEHMANN-HAUPT 95. RINK 116. SABIN 22555. Richard D. Arner,
Dobson’s Encyclopædia: The Publisher, Text, and Publication... (Philadelphia, 1991).
$17,500.

An Unusual South Carolina Imprint
21. Elford, James M.: J.M. ELFORD’S MARINE TELEGRAPH; OR, UNIVERSAL SIGNAL BOOK...BEING ALSO THE KEY TO THE PATENT
TELEGRAPH, INVENTED BY THE AUTHOR, CAPABLE OF MAKING
9330 PROGRESSIVE CHANGES, BY USING THE FIGURES FROM 1 TO
6 ONLY. Charleston: Printed by Archibald E. Miller, 1823. 81,[i.e. 80]pp., plus
8pp. addenda (with further addenda slip pasted on to final page). Handcolored
frontis. Original marbled paper boards, leather spine, reinforced with old linen.
Corners lightly worn, inner hinges cracked but sewing tight. Contemporary
ownership inscription on fly leaf and rear pastedown. Minor scattered soiling,
but generally quite clean internally. Very good.
A rare instructional work on a patented system of ship communication, using just
six telegraphic flags. Elford taught navigation and nautical astronomy in Charleston. The frontispiece depicts “Marine, Telegraphic flags.” This is quite an early
American signal book. Though there were other early systems in America, not
all the inventors published books. Elford’s marine visual system depended on
six uniquely patterned flags, and on a “conversation flag.” These are illustrated
in this book, along with a glossary of words and sentences, and their numerical
equivalents, which would be signaled by means of the flags. A sheet of testimonials has been pasted on the inside of the front board, at the bottom of which is

a list of agents. Lemuel Moody of Portland is the first name listed (it would be
interesting to know if he used Elford’s system to signal from his observatory).
The front fly leaf is inscribed: “Ship Marengo of New Orleans, B. Wood, Master.”
On the following blank is a handcolored illustration with manuscript showing
the four flags that would signal Marengo’s identifying number. The four-page
supplement which follows the main text (i.e. pp.77-80) is an unusual variation,
possibly printed in 1824 and shorter than the supplement noted by the American
Antiquarian Society. It is followed by an eight-page Marine Telegraph Register
listing ships and their identifying numbers, also likely printed slightly later.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 12436. RINK 3984.
$4000.
22. Evans, Oliver: THE YOUNG MILL-WRIGHT’S AND MILLER’S
GUIDE.... Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1826. 383pp. plus twenty-eight plates
(some folding). Antique-style half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, leather
label. Some light scattered foxing, else very good.
The fifth edition, originally published in Philadelphia in 1795. One of the most
important native-grown works of early American technology. A complete treatise
on the mechanics and hydraulics of mills, with directions for constructing the
author’s patented improvements in mills. The plates are remarkably detailed
and depict all manner of mechanical milling devices, as well as cross-sections of

the intricate internal workings of a flour mill. “...One of the earliest books of
its class” – Sabin.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 24450. RINK 1447. SABIN 23182 (ref). REESE,
FEDERAL HUNDRED 50 (ref).
$500.

“as she was blown up on the 15th of Oct. 1805,” a submerged torpedo mine,
and other illustrations showing how the torpedo is carried aboard a vessel, how
a harpoon is used in torpedo explosives, etc. One of the chapters is about “the
Imaginary Inhumanity of Torpedo War.” Fulton was a skilled artist, inventor,
and civil engineer. A native of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, he spent twenty
years abroad in England developing his talents and inventions. His chief work
was in the design of canal systems, so important to commercial activity in 19thcentury America, and in the development of steamboats.
An important work of American military technology.
RINK 2195. HOWES F417, “b.” SABIN 26199. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 20177.
DAB VII, pp.68-71. PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MAN 264. REESE,
FEDERAL HUNDRED 59 (ref).
$12,500.

First Cabinetmaker’s Guide Published in America:
Samuel F.B. Morse’s Copy
24. [Furniture]: [Siddons, G.A.]: THE CABINET-MAKER’S GUIDE: OR
RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS IN THE ART OF VARNISHING, DYING, STAINING, JAPANNING, POLISHING, LACKERING AND BEAUTIFYING WOOD, IVORY, TORTOISE-SHELL AND METAL. WITH
OBSERVATIONS ON THEIR MANAGEMENT AND APPLICATION.
Greenfield, Ma. 1825. 108pp. Publisher’s advertisements on rear board. 16mo.
Original cloth-backed printed boards. Boards and front free endpaper detached
but present. Formerly the National Academy of Design Library copy, with small
shelf mark on spine and a library notice on front pastedown. Internally clean.
Good, untrimmed, entirely unsophisticated.

The Famous Submarine Warfare Book
23. Fulton, Robert: TORPEDO WAR, AND SUBMARINE EXPLOSIONS.
New York: Printed by William Elliot, 1810. 57,[3]pp. plus five plates. Oblong
quarto. Original printed wrappers, bound by a pebbled cloth backstrip. Wrappers
torn and stained, fore-edge of front wrapper mended. Most leaves with some edge
wear, final ten leaves with a small semi-circular tear in lower edge, not affecting text. Old vertical crease, light tanning, occasional offsetting. Overall, still a
very good copy, in original condition. In a cloth chemise and slipcase, spine gilt.
The rare first edition of Fulton’s famous treatise on torpedo warfare, probably
the most important early work devoted to this novel naval technology. Herein
Fulton describes his system of submarine explosives which he had demonstrated
to Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and other leaders from the House and Senate, at the home of his friend, Joel Barlow. The plates depict the brig, Dorothea,

Samuel F.B. Morse’s copy of the first American printing of the first American
furniture finisher’s manual, reprinted from the original British edition by G.A.
Siddons. “A new edition, with considerable additions. Including an appendix
containing several valuable tables.” Clear and concise instructions are given for
dying and staining woods, making glue, making and applying varnish, polishing,
japanning, cleaning woods and metals, and much more. For example, to make
furniture oil “Take linseed oil, put it in a glazed pipkin, with as much alkanet
root as it will cover; let it boil gently, and you will find it become of a strong red
color: let it cool, and it will be fit for use.” Six tables in the appendix provide
assistance for figuring lengths and weights, and an index follows.
The top edge of the front cover bears the ink ownership signature of Samuel F.B.
Morse, written “S.F.B. Morse.” This copy emanates from the library of Morse’s
National Academy of Design. Established in New York City the same year this
book was published, the National Academy of Design was formed by Morse,
Thomas Cole, Rembrandt Peale, Ithiel Town, Asher Durand, and others, as the
first American arts institution conceived with artists and architects at its core.
The mission of the Academy was “to promote the fine arts in America through
instruction and exhibition.” Morse served as president of the Academy from 1826
to 1845 and again from 1861 to 1862.

Western Massachusetts was obviously a place of great architectural and design
innovation during the American Federal period as both the present title and
Asher Benjamin’s landmark architecture book, The Country Builder’s Assistant...,
were printed in Greenfield. Not in American Imprints, and only nine copies in
OCLC. Rare and desirable, especially with such an outstanding and distinguished
association to the arts in 19th-century America.
RINK 1793. OCLC 21296631, 8735793, 6440070.
$7500.
25. [Gale, Luther]: C. TOBEY’S PATENT BARK MILL [caption title]. New
York: John C. Totten, [1813]. Broadside, 11½ x 18 inches. Light fold lines. Minor
edge wear and foxing. Expertly matted, and protected with mylar sheet.

A broadside announcement advertising Luther Gale’s purchase of Cornelius Tobey’s patent for an improved bark mill. The bark was used by tanners and so was
vital to the leather industry. Tobey’s patent had been granted by James Madison
as president. It was Madison, along with Charles Pinckney, who introduced the
first U.S. patent law during the 1787 Constitutional Convention. The broadside
is decorated with a woodcut of the Great Seal of the United States. OCLC locates only microfilm copies, though Rink locates one copy, at Eleutherian Mills.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 51301. RINK 1392.
$750.

Madison, along with Charles Pinckney, who introduced the first U.S. patent law
during the 1787 Constitutional Convention. Rare. Not in Rink nor on OCLC,
although Rink does locate another Gale “bark mill” broadside.
$850.
27. Haigh, James: THE DIER’S ASSISTANT IN THE ART OF DYING
WOOL AND WOOLLEN GOODS. EXTRACTED FROM THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND CHYMICAL WORKS OF THOSE MOST EMINENT
AUTHORS FERGUSON, DUFAY, HELLOT, GEOFFERY, COLBERT; AND
THAT REPUTABLE FRENCH DIER MONS. DE JULIENNE. Philadelphia.
1810. 311pp. 12mo. Contemporary calf. Front hinge cracked, attached by cords.
Spine a bit worn. Gently tanned. Else good.
First printed in Leeds, England in 1778. An early American book on the art of
dyeing cloth, one of the basic works of American arts and crafts from this early
period. Includes instructions on how to prepare and use dyes, with sections on
individual color preparations, materials used, etc.
RINK 1845. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 20271.
$600.

26. [Gale, Luther]: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TO ALL TO
WHOM THESE LETTERS PATENT SHALL COME: WHEREAS LUTHER GALE, A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, HATH ALLEGED
THAT HE HAS INVENTED A NEW AND USEFUL IMPROVEMENT
IN THE BARK MILL...[caption title]. [N.p., but likely Washington. 1813].
Broadside, 11½ x 18 inches. Large woodcut seal of the United States in upper
blank margin. Backed with tissue paper. Light fold lines, light foxing. Good.
Expertly matted, and protected with Mylar sheet.
This copy bears the faint signature in the lower margin of patentee Luther Gale.
A broadside announcement of James Madison’s granting of a patent for the improvement of the bark mill to Luther Gale. The bark mill was of vital importance to tanners, since the bark was used in the tanning process. The broadside
has a handsome woodcut version of the Great Seal of the United States. It was

The Earliest American Book on Seamanship and Practical Navigation
28. Haselden, Thomas: THE SEAMAN’S DAILY ASSISTANT, BEING A
SHORT, EASY AND PLAIN METHOD OF KEEPING A JOURNAL AT
SEA; IN WHICH ARE CONTAINED, RULES, SHEWING HOW THE
ALLOWANCES FOR LEE-WAY, VARIATION, HEAVE OF THE SEA, SET

OF CURRENTS, &c. ARE TO BE MADE.... London, Printed: Philadelphia,
Re-printed: J. Crukshank, 1777. [8],160pp. Small quarto. Expertly bound to style
in half tree calf and period marbled boards. Minor losses reinstated, else very good.
First American edition of this work, and the first book regarding practical navigation to be printed in the United States. It appeared fully twenty years before
any similar work in America. ESTC locates a total of only seven copies (CSmH,
CtY, DLC, MWA, RPJCB, MiU-C, NN). The present copy is notable for having
several instances of early manuscript notations in the tables.
Haselden was a prolific writer of guides for navigators and seamen, best known for
his work concerning Mercator’s chart and its uses. When the present work first
appeared in 1722, he styled himself “Teacher of Mathematics...in the Royal Navy,”
and he was held in sufficiently high regard to be elected to the Royal Society in
1740, but he died before he could be installed as a Fellow. The present work
was not issued in his lifetime, but was first printed by mapmakers Mount & Page
in 1757. They kept it regularly in print (six more editions were issued between
1761 and 1775), and it had become a standard work by the time this Philadelphia
edition was published, no doubt an attempt to provide a basic work for mariners
whose supply of British editions was cut off by the American Revolution.
This work’s rarity may possibly be accounted for by its having been published in
Philadelphia in 1777, when the city was besieged by the British and subsequent
destruction. Evans lists this work but could not find a copy to collate, and at
the time Rosenbach offered a copy (in his famous catalogue, The Sea, in 1938 for
$400; in the same catalogue a Hennepin was priced at $65), he could not locate
another. Although copies are now known in the major institutions listed above,
only this copy and the Horblitt copy (also handled by this firm) have appeared
on the market in recent years.
A landmark American first.
RINK 3840. EVANS 15360. ESTC W2994. ROSENBACH 19:314. JCB MARITIME HISTORY PRELIMINARY HANDLIST 146. DNB IX, p.106.
$22,500.

A Beautiful Copy of Hepplewhite’s Guide
29. Hepplewhite, Alice: Hepplewhite, George: THE CABINET-MAKER
AND UPHOLSTERER’S GUIDE; OR, REPOSITORY OF DESIGNS FOR
EVERY ARTICLE OF HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, IN THE NEWEST
AND MOST APPROVED TASTE.... London: I. and J. Taylor, [1789]. iv,24,[2]
pp. plus 127 plates (including one double-page plate, counted as two in numbering). Folio. 20th-century red morocco, gilt, dentelles, a.e.g. Corners slightly
bumped. Bookplates on front pastedown. One plate neatly repaired in the margin,
else internally clean. Near fine.
A key furniture pattern book of the late 18th century. This is the revised second
edition, published the year after the first. Issued by the Hepplewhite family firm,
the work was published by George Hepplewhite’s widow, Alice, the year after his

death. “No compendium of furniture designs had appeared since 1762, when
Thomas Chippendale issued the third edition of his Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker’s
Director. In publishing the Hepplewhite Guide the Taylors were filling a yawning
gap. The plates were issued in batches at the beginning of July, September, and
October 1787. In January and February 1788 a subscription was promoted in
such papers as the Lincoln, Rutland, and Stamford Mercury and Williamson’s Liverpool Advertiser. The price was 2 guineas. The preface adopts a modest tone:
‘To unite elegance and utility, and blend the useful with the agreeable, has ever
been considered a difficult but an honourable task.’ It stressed the Guide’s utility to ‘the mechanic,’ to ‘young workmen in general, and occasionally to more
experienced ones.’ A successful subscription ‘enabled us to exceed the number
of plates originally proposed’” – DNB.
BRUNET III:105. DNB (online).
$6500.
30. Hills, Chester: THE BUILDER’S GUIDE; OR A PRACTICAL TREATISE
ON THE SEVERAL ORDERS OF GRECIAN AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE, TOGETHER WITH THE GOTHIC STYLE OF BUILDING...ILLUSTRATED AND EMBELLISHED WITH SEVENTY FOLIO PLATES,
DRAWN ON A LARGE SCALE. Hartford: D.W. Kellogg, 1834. Two volumes
bound in one. 20pp. plus thirty-six plates; 55pp. plus thirty-four plates. Large
folio. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards, skillfully rebacked.
Boards rubbed, edges worn. Contemporary ownership inscription on front free
endpaper and titlepage, three institutional stamps across lower edge of titlepage,
plus another on front pastedown. Clean internally. Very good.

First edition of this excellent architectural reference, with much on carpentry
and joinery, highlighted by the plates representing different styles and examples
of molding, structure, decoration, roofs, domes, etc. An important American
architectural work.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 24936. HITCHCOCK 590.
$850.
31. Howland, John: A LECTURE, READ BEFORE THE PROVIDENCE
ASSOCIATION OF MECHANICS AND MANUFACTURERS, AT THEIR
QUARTERLY MEETING, JANUARY 14, A.D. 1799; PURSUANT TO A
REQUEST OF THE ASSOCIATION, AT A PREVIOUS MEETING. Providence: Bennett Wheeler, 1799. 14pp. Quarto. Contemporary marbled wrappers.
Wrappers moderately worn, front cover partially detached. Titlepage and bottom
margins lightly dampstained. A few contemporary manuscript annotations correcting the text. A good copy.
Howland’s lecture, delivered to the Providence Association of Mechanics and
Manufacturers in 1799, reviews the history and progress of the mechanical and
useful arts in Europe and America from the middle ages through the 18th century. The author notes that the “high state of improvement to which the several
trades have arrived in this country” is a recent development and that the next
generation will need to be well-educated if growth and progress is to continue.
EVANS 35644. SABIN 33384. ALDEN, RHODE ISLAND 1621. ESTC W5762.
RINK 461.
$675.

34. Le Monnier, Pierre Charles: HISTOIRE CELESTE, OU RECUEIL
TOUTES LES OBSERVATIONS ASTRONOMIQUES FAITES PAR ORDRE DU ROY.... Paris: Briasson, 1741. [10],xcii,368,[2]pp. plus seven plates.
Quarto. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, leather label. Extremities rubbed.
Library ink stamp on titlepage and verso. Light foxing to first and last few leaves.
Very good.
Le Monnier (1715-99) – a professor at the College Royal and a member of the
Royal Society, the Berlin Academy, and the Academie de la Marine – accompanied
Clairaut and Maupertuis on the 1736 expedition to Lapland to measure a degree
of an arc meridian. This work contains a general account of all the observations
made at the Paris Observatory since its foundation in 1666. This observatory
was one of the most important in Europe, and many of the observations collected here are among the most significant of the time. Two of the fine plates
depict astronomical instruments, including a telescope constructed by George
Graham.
$1000.

32. [Jeffreys, George Washington]: A SERIES OF ESSAYS ON AGRICULTURE & RURAL AFFAIRS; IN FORTY-SEVEN NUMBERS. Raleigh. 1819.
223pp. plus index leaf. 12mo. Contemporary mottled calf, gilt leather label. Minor
wear, short split to rear joint. Moderate to heavy foxing throughout. Good plus.
The title states this work to be “By ‘Agricola,’ A North Carolina Farmer,” the
pseudonym of George Washington Jeffreys. A very early southern agricultural
publication and an unusual imprint, containing essays on land law, manuring,
enclosure, grasses, tillage, a variety of crops, fruit trees, and livestock.
THORNTON 6872. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 48370. RINK 1214.
$1000.
33. Latrobe, Benjamin Henry: VIEW OF THE PRACTICABILITY AND
MEANS OF SUPPLYING THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA WITH WHOLESOME WATER. IN A LETTER TO JOHN MILLER, ESQUIRE, FROM
HENRY LATROBE, ENGINEER. DECEMBER 29th, 1798. Philadelphia:
Zachariah Poulson, 1799. 20pp. Modern brown cloth, spine gilt. Small stain on
titlepage, else quite clean. Very good plus.
A very early work on urban water supply. Latrobe herein states in concise form
his scheme for providing the city of Philadelphia with a supply of pure water.
Philadelphia was the first American city to take such measures, prompted by the
yellow fever epidemic of 1795. Latrobe is considered the Father of American
Architecture, and oversaw construction of the Capitol Building, among others in
the newly establish Washington D.C. ESTC locates just eight copies.
EVANS 35715. RINK 2734. ESTC W28579.
$500.

Superior American Fluid
35. [Leather Dressing]: [Manufactures]: [PRINTED TRADE ADVERTISEMENT TESTIFYING TO THE SUPERIORITY OF AMERICAN FLUID
OVER REGULAR OIL]. [London. 1813]. Broadside, 6½ x 8¼ inches. Lightly
creased, very minor soiling. Near fine.

A trade advertisement declaiming “The superiority of the American Fluid over
oil,” as manufactured and distributed by W. Webb of 46 King Street. The advertisement contains a testimony from an officer at the Royal Arsenal, where the
two products were tested over a period of time for durability. Of the American
Fluid, it is remarked: “It will repel salt water, snow or rain, and restore leather
that is hard and stiff to its original state of pliability. If new harness is thoroughly
dressed with it, it will not become hard, or crack, but add considerably to its
durability. Therefore every individual who consumes leather, either in boots,
shoes, harness, hoase, or bellows, will find it essential to their interest to use
it.”
$375.
36. [Lewis, William], and Andrew Duncan, Jun.: THE EDINBURGH NEW
DISPENSATORY: CONTAINING, I. THE ELEMENTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY. II. THE MATERIA MEDICA...III. THE PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND COMPOSITIONS.... Worcester. 1805.
xii,694pp. plus six plates. Modern half morocco and marbled boards, raised bands,
gilt morocco label. Some tanning and foxing. Overall very good.
First Worcester edition, printed by Isaiah Thomas. Duncan, an accomplished
and learned physician, undertook the publication of the NEW DISPENSATORY
beginning in 1803, with many improvements over William Lewis’ publications.
AUSTIN 1147. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 8374. RINK 655.
$400.
37. Logan, George, M.D.: A LETTER TO THE CITIZENS OF PENNSYLVANIA, ON THE NECESSITY OF PROMOTING AGRICULTURE,
MANUFACTURES, AND THE USEFUL ARTS. Philadelphia: Patterson &
Cochran, 1800. 30pp. Dbd. Light foxing and toning. A good copy.
The second edition, following the first printed in Lancaster the same year, of this
pamphlet promoting economic development in Pennsylvania. Logan, a thoroughgoing Jeffersonian farmer, was also a physician, author, and senator. According
to the DAB, he was “said to have been the only strict Quaker who ever sat in
the United States Senate.” The son of a wealthy merchant, Logan was forced
to give up his medical practice when the family fortune was seriously reduced
by war. He subsequently dedicated himself to cultivating his five-hundred-acre
estate, advancing the study of agriculture and promoting international peace.
In this letter to his fellow citizens in Pennsylvania, Logan stresses the benefits of
citizens joining together for the common good: “In a state of civil society, man
must be considered as a member of a great political family. He is connected with
his fellow-citizens, by ties of interest and benevolent attachment; and his social
affections must extend to the whole community of which he is a member.” He
then enjoins Pennsylvanians to pursue various forms of economic development.
“Let Pennsylvania not only exhibit flourishing enclosures and harvests, but the
comfortable houses of industrious artists and manufacturers. It is impossible to
contemplate the progress which we have already made, without inspiring a desire
to progress in every useful occupation.” Appended to Logan’s letter is “The
Constitution of the Lancaster County Society, for Promoting of Agriculture,

Manufactures, and the Useful Arts” and “An Act for the Promotion of Agriculture, Manufactures, and the Useful Arts” presented in the Pennsylvania House
of Representatives.
ESTC W20662. EVANS 37841. RINK 1133. SABIN 41790. DAB XI, pp.35960.
$750.
38. M’Mahon, Bernard: THE AMERICAN GARDENER’S CALENDAR;
ADAPTED TO THE CLIMATES AND SEASONS OF THE UNITED
STATES. CONTAINING A COMPLETE ACCOUNT OF ALL THE WORK
NECESSARY TO BE DONE IN THE KITCHEN-GARDEN, FRUITGARDEN, ORCHARD, VINEYARD, NURSERY, PLEASURE-GROUND,
FLOWER GARDEN, GREEN-HOUSE, HOT-HOUSE, AND FORCING
FRAMES, FOR EVERY MONTH IN THE YEAR.... Philadelphia. 1819. 618pp.
plus folding chart. Large, thick octavo. Contemporary calf, leather label. Head
of spine chipped, scattered foxing, folding chart torn. Overall good.
The second edition, after the first of 1806, of this exhaustive American horticultural work. Covers the establishment and cultivation of all types of plants,
including eighteen alphabetical catalogues of different kinds of plants, with their
true Linnaean names, and an extensive index. “Bernard M’Mahon (1775-1818),
an Irishman, came to America in 1796, and went at once to Philadelphia, where
he founded a successful seed and nursery business. He served horticulture best by
publishing in 1806, in Philadelphia, his excellent The American Gardener’s Calendar. For 50 years the book was the standard authority in America...” – Hedrick.
RINK 1658. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 48550. SABIN 43560. HEDRICK,
p.197.
$600.
39. [Massachusetts Agricultural Society]: PAPERS ON AGRICULTURE,
CONSISTING OF COMMUNICATIONS MADE TO THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, WITH EXTRACTS FROM VARIOUS
PUBLICATIONS; BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE SOCIETY. Boston: Printed
by Young and Minns, Printers to the State, 1801. 95pp. Dbd. Minor chipping to
titlepage, light foxing, a few leaves lightly toned. Very good.
First edition of the first number in a series of works designed by the Massachusetts
Agricultural Society to be readily available to farmers, and to further the interests
and scientific knowledge of agriculture in the fledgling country. Especially impressive is the membership roster at the end of the text, featuring such luminaries
as John Adams, Fisher Ames, Elbridge Gerry, John Hancock, and Isaiah Thomas.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 906. RINK 1136. MEISEL III, p. 372.
$100.
40. Moore, John Hamilton: THE NEW PRACTICAL NAVIGATOR; BEING
AN EPITOME OF NAVIGATION; CONTAINING THE DIFFERENT
METHODS OF WORKING THE LUNAR OBSERVATIONS, AND ALL
THE REQUISITE TABLES USED WITH THE NAUTICAL ALMANAC...
ALSO, THE SUBSTANCE OF INFORMATION EVERY CANDIDATE
FOR THE AMERICAN NAVY OUGHT TO BE ACQUAINTED WITH...
IMPROVED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF SEVERAL NEW TABLES,

AND BY LARGE ADDITIONS TO THE FORMER TABLES, AND REVISED AND CORRECTED BY A SKILFUL MATHEMATICIAN AND
NAVIGATOR [Nathaniel Bowditch].... Newburyport: Printed by Edmund
M. Blunt, 1800. 570,[2]pp. plus seven (of eight) engraved plates. Lacks the plate
depicting ship’s rigging. Contemporary sheep, spine gilt, leather label. Spine
bright, covers rather dried and scuffed. Some scattered foxing, slight staining to
fore-edge of last few leaves. Else very good.
The second American edition, after the first American edition of the previous year. Although originally published in England in 1722, this is rightfully
called an early American navigational guide because of its many revisions and
additions by Nathaniel Bowditch. Two years after the publication of this book,
Bowditch was compelled to produce an entirely new work, which he titled The
New American Practical Navigator..., a book Howes describes as the first accurate
navigator’s guide. The history of the Bowditch ...Navigator... is treated exhaustively in John Campbell’s History and Bibliography of the New American Practical
Navigator (Salem, 1964).
RINK 3896. EVANS 37991. SABIN 50412.
$750.
41. Morse, Jedidiah: THE AMERICAN UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY, OR, A
VIEW OF THE PRESENT STATE OF ALL THE EMPIRES, KINGDOMS,
STATES, AND REPUBLICS IN THE KNOWN WORLD, AND OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN PARTICULAR. Boston. 1793. Two
volumes. 696; [4],520,*521-*528,521-552pp., plus one plate and ten folding maps.
Antique-style three-quarter calf and marbled boards. Light scattered foxing and
soiling. Very good.
Jedidiah Morse (1761-1826) was a noted clergyman and an important contributor
to geographical publications, considered the “father of American Geography.” In
1797 he published The American Gazetteer, which went through several editions.
“During their author’s lifetime the Morse geographies virtually monopolized
their field in the United States” – DAB. Morse published his American Geography in 1789, which was well received. “Morse began to revise his book as soon
as it was published. He also expanded it to include the eastern hemisphere in a
second volume, against the advice of some of his colleagues. The revision was
published in 1793 as The American Universal Geography, with volume one on the
United States and volume two on the rest of the world. Within two years the
new book had sold 6,000 copies of volume one and 4,500 of volume two” – ANB.
EVANS 25847. RINK 268. WHEAT & BRUN 19, 153, 168, 438, 494, 686, 706,
758, 844, 873.
$1500.

Agriculture and the Arts in New York
42. [New York]: TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY, INSTITUTED
IN THE STATE OF NEW-YORK, FOR THE PROMOTION OF AGRICULTURE, ARTS, AND MANUFACTURES.... New York & Albany: Childs
& Swaine/Loring Andrews, 1792, 1794, 1798, 1799. Four volumes bound in one.
xiii,[3]122,[2]; 230,[2]; xli,[1],126,[4]; [6],178pp., plus plates. Quarto. Contem-

porary calf, ornate gilt spine, gilt maroon morocco label. Internally bright and
clean. Very good.
A fine run of the first four parts of this pioneering society’s publication, including
numerous useful articles on the arts and agriculture.
1) Part I. The first volume of this eminent record of the advancement of arts
and agriculture, with a folding table useful for determining the flowering of
certain fruits, and the oration of Dr. S.L. Mitchill delivered before the Society.
2) Part II. With a lengthy treatise by Robert Livingston regarding his experiments with the feed clover, lucerne.
3) Part III. Contains Noah Webster’s interesting treatise on raising potatoes.
4) Part IV. Includes two important treatises by Livingston on the improvement
of the steam engine and the making of paper.

Each part contains numerous other articles on agriculture and related sciences in
America. Together, this collection of important papers marks one of the earliest efforts of New York to advance its mostly agrarian economy, especially since
many tracts of land granted as rewards during the Revolution were now becoming
stable farm land. All issues of the Transactions... are relatively rare, and certainly
more so as collected here.
EVANS 24605, 27400, 34221, 35935. RINK 20.
$1750.
43. Partridge, William: A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DYING OF WOOLEN,
COTTON, AND SKEIN SILK, THE MANUFACTURING OF BROADCLOTH AND CASSIMERE.... New York: H. Wallis and Company, 1823.
[2],288pp. plus folding table. Contemporary calf, rebacked with original backstrip
laid down, red gilt morocco label. Slightly rubbed. Very good.
Contains “the most improved methods pursued in the West of England...a correct description of Sulphuring Woollens, and Chemical Bleaching of Cottons,”
with many dye recipes.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 13674. RINK 1864.
$500.

Early American Stove
44. Pettibone, Daniel: DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS OF
THE RARIFYING AIR-STOVE, FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING
HOSPITALS, CHURCHES, COLLEGES, DWELLINGHOUSES, HOT OR
GREENHOUSES, MANUFACTORIES, BANKS, BARRACKS, SHIPS, &c.....
Philadelphia. 1810. 33,[3],[35]-45pp. Dbd. Contemporary inscription in upper
margin of titlepage: “Mr.[?] Griswold & Senate.” Scattered foxing and soiling,
dampstain to final four leaves, affecting some text. A good copy.
Rare variant issue of early American inventor Daniel Pettibone’s description of
his patented air heating stove and its recent improvements. Pettibone’s stove was
installed in the White House, but it was destroyed in the War of 1812. Included
are testimonials from dozens of notable men of science, including Benjamin Rush
and chemist James Cutbush. This copy includes a final section, paginated 35-45,
which is only known in one other copy: Pettibone’s personal copy, currently in
a private collection. This section is entitled “Improvements on the Common
Nine or Ten plate Stove” and was apparently suppressed by Pettibone when his
pamphlet was distributed. It describes details of planned improvements by Pettibone, which he probably decided to keep unpublished. Shaw & Shoemaker and
OCLC together locate ten copies, none of which contain this final section, and
Rink calls for only thirty-three pages as well. This copy was evidently presented
to Stanley Griswold, appointed to the Senate from Ohio in 1809. Scarce.
RINK 2902. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 21052. OCLC 11407476, 166601917,
164089887.
$1500.

Improvements on the Franklin Stove
45. [Pettibone, Daniel]: PETTIBONE’S ECONOMY OF FUEL; OR, DESCRIPTION OF HIS IMPROVEMENTS OF THE RAREFYING AIRSTOVES...OR COMMON FIRE PLACES...FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING HOSPITALS, CHURCHES... &c. WITH OR WITHOUT
THE APPLICATION OF STEAM...ALSO, AN EXTRACT FROM JAMES
SHARP’S LONDON EDITION OF HIS IMPROVEMENTS ON THAT
OF DR. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Philadelphia. 1812. 62,[4]pp. Dbd. Some
foxing, mild staining to first few leaves. Very good.
The second edition, and thus a more detailed account of Daniel Pettibone’s research into the improvement of artificial heat, including the application of steam.
Pettibone was a skilled metal worker, sword and gunsmith, and amateur inventor
who called himself a “mechanician.” He invented the warm-air furnace, which
he called a “rarefying air-stove,” the first successful central heating system in the
United States. A self-aggrandizing selection of research, with a fair bit on how
his inventions improve upon those of Franklin, and including commendatory
quotations from a variety of notable sources. Also includes one small woodcut
illustration on page 45 depicting a minor Pettibone invention. This work is rare
in the market, and rather scarce in institutions, as well, with only fourteen copies
listed in OCLC under several records.
RINK 2903. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 26439.
$2500.

First American Edition
46. Plattes, Gabriel: A DISCOVERY OF SUBTERRANEAN TREASURE:
CONTAINING USEFUL EXPLORATIONS, CONCERNING ALL MANNER OF MINES AND MINERALS, FROM THE GOLD TO THE COAL;
WITH PLAIN DIRECTIONS AND RULES FOR THE FINDING OF
THEM IN ALL KINGDOMS AND COUNTRIES. IN WHICH THE ART
OF MELTING, REFINING, AND ASSAYING THEM IS PLAINLY DECLARED.... Philadelphia: Printed and sold by Robert Bell, 1784. 37pp., plus [3]
pp. of advertisements. 20th-century three-quarter red morocco and cloth, spine
gilt. Binding lightly edgeworn. Previous owner’s name stamped on three fly leaves.
Titlepage tanned, with a tear in the fore-edge (not affecting text). Text generally
quite clean. Good plus.
The scarce first American edition of this 17th-century manual for the finding and
refining of metals. Some consideration is given to the geologic processes leading
up to the formation of deposits (Noah’s Flood is called in frequently to explain
the then inexplicable) and the potential for discovery in diverse places, including
the Americas: “for these Mines [in New-England, Virginia, Bermuda, Peru, etc.]
if they prove rich, would yield more gain in one year, than their Tobacco, and
such trifles would yield in their whole lives.” “Contains some interesting notices
of the gold and silver mines in Peru, New England, Virginia, the Bermudas, and

other parts of America. The author gives a receipt by which he claims to have
produced pure gold, but at a cost greater than its value. He finally died in the
streets of London of starvation” – Sabin.
EVANS 18732. HILDEBURN 5438. SABIN 63360. RINK 3343.
$4000.

48. Roberts, Job: THE PENNSYLVANIA FARMER; BEING A SELECTION
FROM THE MOST APPROVED TREATISES ON HUSBANDRY, INTERSPERSED WITH OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS. Philadelphia.
1804. v,[2]-224pp. Contemporary calf, leather label. Boards bowed, wear to extremities. Tanned and foxed, old rubberstamp on endsheet. A good, sound copy.
A survey of agriculture and agricultural practices of the day, with information
partially borrowed from Spurrier and Bordley, as well as that gleaned from the
author’s own polls. Scarce, here in the first edition.
SABIN 71898. RINK 1148. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 7203.
$450.

Early American Surveying Guide

47. Pope, Thomas: A TREATISE ON BRIDGE ARCHITECTURE; IN
WHICH THE SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES OF THE FLYING PENDENT
LEVER BRIDGE ARE FULLY PROVED. WITH AN HISTORICAL ACCOUNT AND DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT BRIDGES ERECTED IN
VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD, FROM AN EARLY PERIOD, DOWN
TO THE PRESENT TIME. New York. 1811. [14],[9]-xxxii,[33]-288pp. plus
errata leaf and eighteen plates (including duplicate of “View of T. Pope’s Flying
Lever Bridge”). Original boards, rebacked in leather, leather label. Moderate
tanning and occasional foxing, else quite clean. Very good. Untrimmed. In a
cloth case, leather label.
A rare American work on bridge building, which describes Pope’s plan for a great
“flying pendent lever bridge” over the Hudson River. This is only the second
American book on the subject of bridge building, the first being An Essay on
Building Wooden Bridges (1797) by Charles W. Peale. Pope surveys the world’s
great bridges and includes handsome engravings of the Hampton Court Bridge,
Wearmouth Bridge, the Bridge of the Louvre over the Seine, as well as his proposed bridge over the Hudson. In addition to his architectural pursuits, Pope
was an accomplished gardener and ship builder. His patented design, although
apparently not appreciated in his day, became the basis for the cantilever bridge.
An interesting subscribers list includes Mayor De Witt Clinton and Gov. Daniel
D. Tompkins.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 23721. SABIN 64123. RINK 2658. Condit, American
Building Art, pp.86-87. HITCHCOCK 946.
$1500.

49. [Robertson, John]: TABLES OF DIFFERENCE OF LATITUDE AND
DEPARTURE: CONSTRUCTED TO EVERY QUARTER OF A DEGREE
OF THE QUADRANT, AND CONTINUED FROM ONE, TO THE DISTANCE OF ONE HUNDRED MILES OR CHAINS. Philadelphia: Joseph
Crukshank, 1785. [1],90pp. Contemporary American wallet-style binding of
reverse calf, tooled in blind. Much of the spine is perished, wallet flap detached
but present, with attached leather tie. A few old stains in the upper portion of
the beginning text, else quite clean internally.
Contemporary ownership signature on titlepage,
one instance of a contemporary manuscript correction in text. Bookplate of Frank Streeter on
front pastedown. Very good. In a folding cloth
clamshell box, spine gilt.
The rare first edition of this early American
surveying guide, of practical use for navigators as
well. The entire text is comprised of intricately
calculated tables giving departure and latitude
coordinates. Evans and Rink attribute later editions to John Robertson. This first edition is
not listed separately in Evans, but is a part of his
record for Robert Gipson’s A Treatise of Practical
Surveying..., with which it was issued in 1785.
Rink, however, correctly notes that Robertson’s
work has a separate titlepage, and it should be
treated as a separate work in its own right. The
present copy, in its wallet-style binding, makes
it clear that Rink is correct and Evans wrong.
This copy is especially notable for its early provenance signature on the titlepage of “Robert
Smith, 1789,” who notes that he bought it in
Philadelphia, and also for the fact that he or
another early owner bound it separately in an
American “wallet-style” binding, no doubt for

practical use in the field or at sea. Its survival intact, in this early binding, is
remarkable.
ESTC W28026. RINK 2371. EVANS 19026 (ref).
$2000.
50. Robinson, Samuel: A CATALOGUE OF AMERICAN MINERALS, WITH
THEIR LOCALITIES; INCLUDING ALL WHICH ARE KNOWN TO
EXIST IN THE UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PROVINCES, AND
HAVING THE TOWNS, COUNTRIES, AND DISTRICTS IN EACH
STATE AND PROVINCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.... Boston:
Cummings, Hilliard, and Co. 1825. vi,[2],316pp. Original publisher’s boards,
printed paper label. Boards worn and stained, spine chipped. Occasional stains
and foxing. A good copy. Untrimmed.
Robinson, a member of the United States Geological Society, originally began
compiling this geographical catalogue of American minerals for his own use, but
here presents it in a more complete form for the general reader. An important
early American mineralogical work.
SABIN 72176. RINK 796. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 22115.
$450.
51. Rumsey, James: A SHORT TREATISE ON THE APPLICATION OF
STEAM, WHEREBY IS CLEARLY SHEWN, FROM ACTUAL EXPERIMENTS, THAT STEAM MAY BE APPLIED TO PROPEL BOATS OR
VESSELS OF ANY BURTHEN AGAINST RAPID CURRENTS WITH
GREAT VELOCITY. Philadelphia: Printed by Joseph James, 1788. 26pp. plus
final blank leaf. 19th-century three-quarter morocco and marbled boards. Extremities somewhat worn, outer hinges cracked, chipped at head and toe of spine.
Contemporary ownership signature and touch of dust soiling on titlepage. Else
a very good, untrimmed copy, from the library of Haskell F. Norman, with his
bookplate. In a half morocco and cloth box.
This is one of the pioneering works on steamboats, whose advent bespoke a
technological revolution of profound implications. Rumsey, a machinist by trade,
was a trailblazer in steam propulsion. As early as 1784 he exhibited to George
Washington a model of a boat for stemming the current of rivers by steam power.
A Short Treatise... initiated a controversy in the late 1780s between Rumsey and
John Fitch over who had priority in the development of their respective steampowered boats. Fitch was the first to publicize his invention and obtained a
fourteen-year privilege for the manufacture of steam vessels, giving him a virtual
production monopoly in America. Rumsey issued the present pamphlet as a reply
to Fitch’s Original Steamboat Supported (1788). This is the corrected reissue of
Rumsey’s A Plan, Wherein the Power of Steam Is Fully Shewn (1788).
The Streeter copy sold to Goodspeed’s for $425 in 1969. It is now in the Cincinnati Public Library Inland Waterways Collection.
EVANS 21442. RINK 2924. NORMAN 1859. HOWES R499, “b.” STREETER
SALE 3961.
$9500.

52. Sganzin, M.E.: AN ELEMENTARY COURSE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING...FROM THE THIRD FRENCH EDITION WITH NOTES AND
APPLICATIONS ADAPTED TO THE UNITED STATES. Boston: Hilliard,
Gray, and Company, 1837. viii,232pp. plus six folding engraved plates. Original
half cloth and paper boards, paper label. Spine ends and label chipped, boards
moderately scuffed and worn. Scattered foxing. Early bookseller’s bookplate and
bookplate of the Library of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers. A
good copy.
Third American edition; first published in Paris, 1809; first American edition
published 1827. The question of English versus French influence in early 19thcentury technology in America is one of some importance. French texts came
to be preferred because of their emphasis on first principles and their compatibility with the empirical methods used in America. Text books used at our early
institutions for technical education are of much help to the historian. Sganzin
was used at West Point from 1823.
HITCHCOCK 1142. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 30576. RINK 2358.
$375.
53. Shaw, Edward: RURAL ARCHITECTURE: CONSISTING OF CLASSIC DWELLINGS, DORIC, IONIC, CORINTHIAN AND GOTHIC, AND
DETAILS CONNECTED WITH EACH OF THE ORDERS; EMBRACING PLANS, ELEVATIONS
PARALLEL AND PERSPECT I V E , S P E C I F I C AT I O N S ,
ESTIMATES, FRAMING, etc.
FOR PRIVATE HOUSES AND
CHURCHES. Boston. 1843.
108pp., plus fifty-two plates. Quarto. Contemporary calf, gilt leather
label. Rear hinge repaired, front
hinge starting. Extremities rubbed.
Ownership ink stamp on front pastedown, titlepage and following leaf.
Minor foxing. Very good.
Shaw, a native of Manchester, New
Hampshire, and architect of several
important churches there, was author of several pattern books. This
work, the scarcest of Shaw’s four
architectural titles, features several
buildings in the gothic style.
HITCHCOCK 1161.
$1750.

The Very Rare First Edition
56. Taylor, John, of Caroline: ARATOR; BEING A SERIES OF AGRICULTURAL ESSAYS, PRACTICAL & POLITICAL: IN SIXTY ONE NUMBERS. Georgetown, Columbia: Printed and Published by J.M. and J.B. Carter,
1813. 296pp. Antique-style polished calf, gilt, gilt leather labels, t.e. red. Minor
foxing, titlepage and index leaf trimmed. Very good.
The rare first edition. A strongly political and ideological work by the greatest
of the agrarian states’ rights theorists. Some of the text is devoted to political
and constitutional philosophy and the slavery issue, and the remainder of the
book treats practical agricultural advice.
RINK 1163. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 29920. SABIN 94483.
$2500.

54. Stevens, William: A SYSTEM FOR THE DISCIPLINE OF THE ARTILLERY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OR, THE YOUNG
ARTILLERIST’S POCKET COMPANION. VOLUME I [all published]. New
York: Printed by William A. Davis for the Author, 1797. [14],13-260pp. plus
twenty-four engraved plates. 12mo. Original calf, leather label. Hinges cracked
but cords sound, wear to spine extremities. Some staining on early leaves, scattered foxing and tanning. Overall good.
The author was a captain of artillery during the American Revolution under Gen.
John Lamb, who provides herein a recommendation for the book. William Rollinson, a line and stipple engraver in New York, executed the plates. A complete
copy of an unusual and important manual, usually lacking some or all of the plates.
RINK 2172. EVANS 32878. SABIN 91568. ESTC W29515.
$2750.
55. Sullivan, John L.: OBSERVATIONS ON THOMAS’S NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, DESCRIBED IN THE ANNEXED SPECIFICATION. ADDRESSED TO INSURANCE COMPANIES AND MERCHANTS [wrapper
title]. New York: Clayton & Van Norden, Printers, July 1825. 22,[1]pp. Original
printed wrappers bound into modern brown cloth. Occasional fox mark, else a
clean, crisp copy. Very good.
A description of John Thomas’ patents for various inventions and improvements
in ship building. “American ships already excel those of other nations in elegance;
and from competition in commerce, it is becoming of great consequence that they
should not only be in elegant symmetry, and sail with speed, but carry well, and
last long.” Rink locates only a single copy, at the American Philosophical Society.
RINK 3553a.
$450.

57. [Technical Americana]: THE GOLDEN CABINET: BEING THE LABORATORY, OR HANDMAID TO THE ARTS. CONTAINING SUCH
BRANCHES OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, AS NEARLY CONCERNS ALL
KINDS OF PEOPLE, FROM THE SQUIRE TO THE PEASANT: AND
WILL AFFORD BOTH PROFIT AND DELIGHT. [IN THREE PARTS].
Philadelphia: William Spotswood, and H. and P. Rice, 1793. [2],iv,iv,vi,219,[1]pp.
12mo. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, leather label. Extremities rubbed, boards
slightly bowed. Contemporary inscriptions on rear pastedown. Text lightly tanned.
About very good.

Presumed first American edition, likely reprinted from an English text. The
second and third parts have separate title-leaves and tables of contents. Illustrated with one wood engraving in the text at page 70 and a graph at page
125. Features much practical knowledge on many topics, including information
on gilding, silvering, bronzing, japanning, lacquering, and staining substances;
instructions on drawing, etching, mixing colors, varnishing, dying, manufacturing and adulterating wines and artificial wines, hair and skin care, making inks
and waxes; the nature and composition of glass; and how to counterfeit gems of
every kind. The third section, on making artificial jewels from glass, is particularly interesting. The final text leaf also contains a list of titles available from
booksellers H. & P. Rice. Scarce.
EVANS 25551. RINK 151.
$1850.

Arguing for the Rights of Inventors
58. [Technology]: REMARKS ON THE RIGHTS OF INVENTORS, AND
THE INFLUENCE OF THEIR STUDIES IN PROMOTING THE ENJOYMENTS OF LIFE, AND PUBLIC PROSPERITY. Boston: Printed by E. Lincoln,
1807. 16pp. Dbd. Titlepage and final leaf loose and tanned, but present. Good.
A scarce and early treatise on the rights and importance of inventors, delivered
as an address at a meeting of “patentees and proprietors of patents” convened
in Boston on Dec. 22, 1806. The anonymous author argues the importance of
promoting “useful arts,” the need to protect the intellectual property of inventors in order to nurture and encourage their pursuits, and the necessity of strong
and lengthy patent laws. Not in Rink. A noteworthy work on the importance of
promoting American inventions.
SABIN 69502. COHEN 7149. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 13480.
$1000.
59. Thorburn, Grant: THE GENTLEMAN AND GARDENER’S KALENDAR;
CONTAINING AMPLE DIRECTIONS FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
THE KITCHEN AND FLOWER GARDEN, GREEN HOUSE, NURSERY,
ORCHARD, &c. FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. New York.
1821. 132pp. Contemporary half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Rear hinge
cracked, leather rather chipped, boards rubbed and worn. Slightly later ownership
inscription on front free endpapers, pencil architectural drawings and annotations in front and rear endpapers. Moderate foxing. Good, in original condition.
Third edition, with new material. The author, Grant Thorburn, was a Scottish
immigrant who began his career in New York selling flowers and seed. His business quickly developed into a popular greenhouse and garden center, eventually
becoming a small Manhattan landmark. Thorburn retired in 1834 and devoted
the remainder of his life to writing memoirs and reminiscences of New York life
in the early 1800s. The present volume is devoted primarily to the cultivation
of vegetables and fruits; it also contains an advertisement and other text related
to Thorburn’s establishment.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 6970. RINK 1665. SABIN 95611.
$1500.

Official Report on the Titanic
60. [Titanic]: SHIPPING CASUALTIES (LOSS OF THE STEAMSHIP
“TITANIC.”) REPORT OF A FORMAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE
CIRCUMSTANCES ATTENDING THE FOUNDERING ON 15th APRIL,
1912, OF THE BRITISH STEAMSHIP “TITANIC” OF LIVERPOOL,
AFTER STRIKING ICE.... London. 1912. [2],74pp. Folio. Dbd. Minor wear.
Very good. In a blue cloth folder.

Item 59.

Uncommon first edition of the official report on the sinking of the Titanic,
providing a full accounting of the ship’s technical specifications, its journey, and
the disaster which took it to the bottom of the North Atlantic. The report gives
an account of the damage, saying that water rushed in at such a rate that “the

Scarce Early American Work on the Manufacture of Potash

ship’s pumps could not possibly have coped, so that the damage done to these
five compartments alone inevitably sealed the doom of the ship.” The account
of rescue gives a breakdown of passengers and crew who made it into the lifeboats: “The real difficulty in dealing with the question of the boats is to find the
explanation of so many of them leaving the ship with comparatively few persons
in them.” Statistical analysis, delineated herein, shows what was to be expected
– women and children had the highest survival rate, while first- and second-class
passengers had better luck in getting into the boats than did those passengers in
steerage. The report makes a point, however, of stating unequivocally that third
class passengers were not treated unfairly, and that those steerage passengers who
spoke English (and therefore, presumably, understood what was going on) were
mostly saved. A fascinating and detailed accounting of this most significant of
shipping disasters.
$2750.

61. Townsend, David: PRINCIPLES AND OBSERVATIONS APPLIED
TO THE MANUFACTURE AND INSPECTION OF POT AND PEARL
ASHES. Boston: Isaiah Thomas & Ebenezer T. Andrews, 1793. 48pp. Stitched
self-wrappers. Chips to titlepage without loss of text, small clipped portions at
head of terminal two leaves without loss to text, else very good. Partially unopened.
[with:] [SMALL ARCHIVE OF MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL RELATING
TO DAVID TOWNSEND’S SERVICE AS AN INSPECTOR OF POTASH,
INCLUDING A DOCUMENT SIGNED BY JOHN HANCOCK]. See below
for details.
In the mid-18th century the manufacture of potash became a burgeoning cottage
industry. Potash, a mineral rich substance derived from leeching, boiling, and
distilling burned out ashes from wood and plants, was used extensively in the
colonies to make soap, glass, and gunpowder. It was also an important fertilizer.
In 1790 the very first U.S. patent was issued to Samuel Hopkins for an improved

furnace in manufacturing potash, attesting to its importance. The United States
would be the world’s leading producer of potash into the mid-19th century. This
rare pamphlet by Townsend, the Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ashes for Massachusetts, reviews the various manufacturing processes in the early period.
Townsend graduated from Harvard College in 1770 and studied medicine under
General Joseph Warren. At the Battle of Bunker Hill he accompanied Warren
as surgeon in Bunner’s regiment. During the war he was commissioned surgeon
to the sixth regiment of foot, commanded by Colonel Asa Whitcomb, and later
was senior surgeon to the General Hospital, Northern department. He served
with the Continental army under Washington during the harsh winter at Valley
Forge. On October 9, 1781 he was made surgeon-general of the hospital department. For many years and up to the time of his death he was physician in charge
of the U.S. Marine Hospital in Chelsea, Massachusetts. Dr. Townsend was an
active member of the Massachusetts Medical Society from 1785 to 1824, when he
retired. Following the Revolution, Townsend was one of the charter members of
the Society of the Cincinnati, being secretary of the Massachusetts chapter from
1817 to 1821, vice-president from 1821 to 1825, and president from 1825 to 1829.
The accompanying manuscript archive is comprised of:
1) Autograph document signed by Samuel Danforth, attesting that he is personally
acquainted with Dr. David Townsend and that Townsend “is well acquainted
with the principles of Chemistry in general and that from his particular application, he is well qualified to execute the business of a Assay of Pot &
Pearl Ashes.” Boston. June 16, 1791. [1]p.
2) Manuscript document signed by Justice of the Peace Samuel Bennett, attesting
that Dr. David Townsend has “made oath that he would faithfully perform
the duties of the Office of Inspector of Pot Ashes & Pearl Ashes to which he
is appointed....” July 16, 1791. [1]p. Lower blank portion of sheet clipped.
3) Manuscript document signed by John Hancock as governor of Massachusetts,
an act concerning the fees for inspecting pot and pearl ashes. Boston. March
26, 1793. [1¼]pp.
4) Manuscript contemporary true copy of the above by John Avery Jr.
5) Manuscript document signed by N. Goodale, Clerk of the District of Massachusetts, acknowledging that David Townsend has registered the title of
his “Principles and observations applied to the manufacture and inspection
of pot and pearl ashes.” Nov. 10, [1793]. [1]p. Paper covered wax seal.
6) Autograph letter, signed, from Samuel Eliot to David Townsend, thanking
him for sending a copy of his pamphlet, “which as far as I can judge must
be greatly serviceable to the manufacturing & commercial interests of the
State....” May 29, 1796. [1]p.
EVANS 26270. RINK 3169. SABIN 96377.

$4250.

Joiner’s Tools for Sale
62. [Trade Catalogue Broadside]: Bowles, John J.: JOINERS’ TOOLS,
MANUFACTURED BY JOHN J. BOWLES, MAIN-STREET, HARTFORD,
CONN. [caption title]. [Hartford, Ct. ca. 1840]. Broadside, 12½ x 8¾ inches.
Some very minor foxing. Near fine.
A rare broadside trade catalogue, or price list, for joiners’ tools made by a manufacturer in Hartford, Connecticut. Bowles was at this address from 1839 to 1841.
The major portion of the broadside consists of an alphabetical listing in two columns of forty-three different tools, some in as many as nine different varieties.

Included here are such devices as astragals, back ogees, sur base planes, chimney
planes, dadoes, fillisters, gothic beads, nosings, plows, and snipe bills. Not in
American Imprints, Rink, or Romaine. One copy listed on OCLC. There is also
a copy at the American Antiquarian Society. A useful and interesting historical source for tools used in cabinet and furniture making, carpentry, and other
woodworking trades.
OCLC 30634564.
$750.
63. Tredgold, Thomas: A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON RAIL-ROADS AND
CARRIAGES, SHOWING THE PRINCIPLES OF ESTIMATING THEIR
STRENGTH, PROPORTIONS, EXPENSE, AND ANNUAL PRODUCE,
AND THE CONDITIONS WHICH RENDER THEM EFFECTIVE, ECONOMICAL, AND DURABLE.... New York. 1825. xi,[blank],184pp. plus four
plates (one folding). Tables. Modern buckram. Perforation stamp on titlepage,
else very good.
An important early work on railroads. The author was a member of the Institution of Civil Engineers and herein sets forth his theories concerning locomotion
by steam engines and gas machines. The plates depict rails, wheels, and an early
steam railroad engine.
RINK 5836. THOMSON 96. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 22506.
$650.
64. Watson, Elkanah: HISTORY OF THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND EXISTING CONDITION OF THE WESTERN CANALS IN THE STATE OF
NEW-YORK, FROM SEPTEMBER 1788, TO THE COMPLETION OF
THE MIDDLE SECTION OF THE GRAND CANAL, IN 1819, TOGETHER
WITH THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND EXISTING STATE OF MODERN
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, ON THE BERKSHIRE SYSTEM.... Albany:
D. Steele, 1820. [2],210,[2]pp., plus frontispiece and four plates (two of them
double-page) and two maps (one folding). Titlepage vignette. Original printed
paper boards. Hinges cracked, rear board nearly detached, paper a bit chipped.
Scattered foxing and tanning. Still, a good, unsophisticated copy. Untrimmed.
Contains Watson’s 1791 journal of his trip to the West, his history of canals, and
a long section on the rise of organized agriculture in New York (with its own
titlepage). The folding map shows the route of the Erie Canal. Rather scarce
in the original printed boards.
HOWES W166. SABIN 102130. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 4187. RINK 4736.
$650.
65. [Wool Cleaning]: [American Manufactures]: SECRET COMPOSITION
OF LIQUOR, TO TAKE THE YOLK, ANIMAL OIL, OR GREASE FROM
WOOL OR CLOTH MADE FROM THE FLEECE AS TAKEN FROM
THE SHEEP [caption title]. [N.p., but possibly Massachusetts. N.d., but ca.
1810-1820]. Broadside, 7¾ x 8¼ inches. Old folds. Separated at center fold, minor
soiling. Contemporary manuscript notations. Else about very good.

A recipe for removing the grease or lanolin from wool, with contemporary notations amending the recipe. The recipe reads, in part:
“Seventy gallons [amended to 45 in manuscript] rain water or spring water;
eight gallons urine; six pounds pearl ash; from three to four pounds of Epsom
or Glauber salts. Stir and dissolve them over a fire – and heat to 120 degrees of
Farenheit [sic] scale; put then into this mixture 20 pounds wool or cloth, and let
it lay twenty minutes at most, then take it out and rinse in fresh running water.
If Spanish wool or tub wool requires recleansing, mix a gill of sperm oil, grease,
or fat of any kind, with the pearl ash, in a gallon of boiling water before putting
the pearl ash into the mixture.”
A manuscript notation at the bottom of the broadside reads: “A.S.K. McCallum /
agt. for the patents of / John Goulding.” Goulding was a Massachusetts inventor
and mill owner who revolutionized the wool industry with his condenser in 1826.
Combining several machines, Goulding was able to create a single machine that
produced a single roll of batting, ready for spinning, rather than multiple smaller
battings that had to be pieced together. This revolutionized the wool industry,
presaging the Industrial Revolution in America.
$450.

when, as an old man I look back and find one tangible evidence of my college life, than to discover that the transportation facilities of National Dog
Biscuit were insufficient thirty years ago.”
He does, however, thank Professor Seward and the rest of the faculty for
organizing the trip and for their excellent choice of the industries visited.

Yale Seniors Tour Industrial Sites, 1929
66. [Yale University]: Dunning, A.R.: YALE SENIOR INSPECTION TRIP
FOR MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS. MARCH 27 –
APRIL 3, 1929 [typescript title]. [New Haven. 1929]. [3],66,[3] leaves of typescript, text on recto only, plus two inserted sections of typed notes, eleven leaves
containing programs or pamphlets, two leaves containing four photo-postcards,
and one large photograph. Original blue cloth. Front hinge heavily cracked, cloth
fraying, board nearly detached. Corners heavily worn. Contemporary manuscript
corrections to typescript. Internally clean. Most of the tipped-in pamphlets in
very good or better condition.
A unique and interesting typescript documenting a Yale senior trip to visit various
industries. The author, A.R. Dunning, Class of 1929, writes in the Foreword:
“In writing my reminiscenes [sic] of the inspection trip, I am afraid that I have
not followed a definite enough course of procedure, but have allowed myself to
wander about aimlessly, writing what I felt when and how it pleased me....And I
am sure that I will better appreciate my own childish viewpoints herein expressed,

The trip covered four states (New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Michigan) and included visits to fourteen businesses: AT&T; Wright Aeronautical Corp.; Edison Laps Works & Lighting Institute of General Electric;
Hardwick & Magee Wilton Rugs & Carpets; High Pressure Pumping Station; Sears, Roebuck; Carnegie Steel Co. Rolling Mills Homestead Plant;
Carnegie Steel Co. Blast Furnaces; Carnegie Steel By-Product Coke Plant;
Universal Portland Cement Co.; Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.; Cadillac
Motor Car Co.; and Ford Motor Co. Dunning gives brief reports about each
industry and expresses his youthful opinions. He comments that at AT&T
there were perhaps too many people on the payroll, “a great number of
men roaming about the halls seemingly unattached from any responsibility
in the company yet no doubt adding considerably to the cost of operation.”
Recognizing production was not the primary consideration in a research
lab, he nevertheless has trouble understanding “why an organization as efficiently managed and modernly equipped as the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company should permit itself the folly of supporting a research
laboratory so loosely controlled and so haphazardly operated.” Wright
Aeronautical Corp. fared a bit better: “an outstanding example of modern
industrial development.” Dunning could imagine himself working for Westinghouse, though he concludes about the Edison Lamp Works: “while our
visit here was very interesting in a negative sort of way, the guides seemed
to take us for a ladies’ sewing circle, which had come to see all the pretty
lighting arrangements.”
Dunning studied Mechanical Engineering at Yale. Some of the items tipped
into this volume include an 8 x 11-inch group photograph of the students and
professors on the trip posed in front of Westinghouse; a brochure advertising
the Wright “Whirlwind Engine,” showing some of the planes in which it was
used; four photo postcards of the Ford Motor Co. in Detroit; several programs
for banquets, including speakers and menus; several other pieces on the Wright
engine and aeronautics; and promotional brochures for some of the companies
visited.
$900.

